
The Assembly Table for Small Budgets

BIY Table

+ swiss quality

woodtec Fankhauser GmbH
Production Technology for Timber Construction

we make machines but 

we love wood

Material Handling

http://www.woodtec.ch
http://www.woodtec.ch/timberframe
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BIY-Kit Basic
Easy alignment and squaring of the frame. Clamping 
options increase precision and allow assembly by a 
single worker.

Pneumatic Pressors
Clamping the frame allows 
assembly by one operator 
and reduces assembly time.

Perforated Rail Basic
3.3 m long Perforated Rail 
with 20 mm Stop Plate and 
height-adjustable Edge 
Stop up to 280 mm.

Side Stop Basic
Can be readjusted 
anytime to compensate 
for wood shrinkage in 
order to guarantee perfect 
squareness..

Build it yourself. With tried and tested functionality

Our Kit & Assembly Plan. Your wood
Customers provide the following:    
Gluelam beams (120/260 mm), three-ply panels 
(42 mm) and edge stop strips.
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BIY Table Pro Version
The kit with the small improvements that make up a lot 
of efficiency. Almost like the modular assembly table.

Pneumatic Pressors
Clamping the frame allows 
assembly by one operator 
and reduces assembly time.

Integrated Tape Measure
Self-Adhesive Tape Measures 
for assembly, squaring and 
control.

Perforated Rail Pro
3.3 m long Perforated Rail 
with Panel Edge Stop for 
sheathing with overlap.

Side Stop Pro
Low perforated rail with 
(re)moveable panel edge 
stops, providing more 
support to studs and 
sheathing.

Professional Table for Small Budgets

Roof and Floor Cassettes
Additional double rails with pairs of 
sliders to align all beams in one go in 
the right position
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Additional Options
Adapt the table entirely to your needs and way 
of manufacture. An assembly table should be as 
versatile as possible and still fit optimally.

Rail Extension
Additional 1/1.5/2 m rail 
with connector set and 
supporting foot.

Additional Side Stop
Add second work station 
and optimize the work 
space.

Fast-Clamp
Clamping with precise 
position control. 
Decoupling of the spindle 
for fast positioning

Individualized Kit 

Laser Marker
No need to mark the 
positions of the studs. 
Position laser and follow 
the beam.

Fold Back and Save Space
Thanks to a couple of pivots and a 
corresponding base, the table can also be 
folded against a wall



More Information:
woodtec.ch/biytable

woodtec Fankhauser GmbH

Gewerbe Brunnmatt 6
CH - 6264 Pfaffnau

tel +41 62 752 95 80
fax +41 62 752 95 84

info@woodtec.ch
www.woodtec.ch

Box Girders
 Ribbed Slabs

Cross Laminated Timber

CLT / XLam
Timber Frame Material Handling

http://woodtec.ch/biytable

